Introduction
The drug discovery process underwent a paradigm shift in the mid-1970s, when the human genome sequence was first cloned [1] . Before then, drug discovery focused on pharmacological and phenotypical characteristics of small molecules, and knowledge of a target molecule of a drug was not routinely considered. These days, however, the drug development process begins with identification of a drug target, which is usually a protein [1] .
A core concept behind modern drug discovery is finding a small molecule that binds to a receptor protein in a binding pocket and modulates it. The target should have a well-formed binding pocket that interacts with a cognate small molecule, either a substrate or a cofactor. Proteins that have such binding pockets are referred to as druggable targets, and about 400 proteins have been identified as druggable [2] in the human proteome. Most of the targets fall into a small number of families: guanine nucleotide-binding protein (G protein)-coupled receptor, nuclear hormone receptor, ion channel, kinase, and protease [3, 4] . Many drugs have been successfully developed on these targets. On the other hand, since most of the traditionally druggable target space has been extensively explored, drug discovery is now experiencing a drastic decrease in efficiency [5] . The pharmaceutical industry is facing a challenge to identify novel targets for treating diseases.
To improve the efficiency of drug development, protein-protein interactions (PPIs) have recently been spotlighted as a new type of drug targets for small molecules. PPIs play a key role in many biological processes and in many diseases [6] , including cancer [7] . PPIs are expected to be successful drug targets for diseases that do not yet have effective treatments or drugs, which include diseases related to aging, e.g. Alzheimer's disease [8] . It is estimated that the human interactome contains 130,000 [9] to 650,000 PPIs [10] , among which only a small fraction have been targeted for drugs [11] . In the last decade, more than 40 PPIs have been targeted, and several inhibitors have proceeded to clinical trials [12] . Table 1 lists current PPI drugs and targeted interfaces with the status of the drug development.
One successful class of small molecule protein-protein interaction inhibitors (SMPPIIs) is bromodomain inhibitors. Bromodomain recognizes acetylated histone tails to turn on genes [13] . There are already four SMPPIIs, I-BET762, CPI-0610, Ten-010, and OTX15, in clinical trials targeting cancer, which bind to the hydrophobic core of bromodomain and inhibit bromodomain-histone tail interaction [12] . They were discovered through various experimental methods. For example, I-BET762 was identified by cell-based highthroughput screening, and CPI-0610 was evolved from JQ1, a previously identified SMPPII for bromodomain [12] .
For traditional drug targets, computer-aided drug design (CADD) has become a powerful and routinely-used approach that can effectively aid experimental discovery of new drugs [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Although there are some examples where CADD has been applied to SMPPII discovery [21] [22] [23] , PPIs remain difficult targets since PPIs and their binding ligands have different characteristics from traditional targets. [24, 25] . To understand the current status of CADD methods for PPI targets, here we review computational tools for discovering SMPPIIs, which try to overcome the hurdles that arise from the different nature of PPIs and compounds that interact with PPIs. In the following sections, we start by summarizing characteristics of PPIs and SMPPIIs. Next, we introduce databases that catalog SMPPIIs and PPI-SMPPII binding complexes. Subsequently, we review receptor-based CADD methods for SMPPII discovery. We also discuss successful examples of computational approaches to identify SMPPIIs and PPIs with disordered proteins.
Characteristics of PPIs and SMPPIIs

Structural features of PPIs
PPIs have physico-chemical characteristics distinct from those of protein-ligand binding pockets. Analysis of protein-protein complex 3 D structures shows that contact surfaces of PPIs range from 1,000 to 4,000 Å 2 [26] , and the average area of the interfaces is 1,600 Å 2 [27] , which is much larger than traditional ligand binding pockets, which vary from 300 to 1,000 Å 2 [26] . From a geometrical point of view, most PPI interfaces have planar shapes [28] [29] [30] , except for intertwined interface structures [31] , and they do not have a groove where a small molecule binds to. In contrast, traditional binding pockets have a concave protein surface [32] . A PPI interface can be further split into two regions: core and rim [33, 34] . The core region is buried in the interface, while the rim surrounds the core and contains solvent accessible area [35] . The interface core residues are more hydrophobic, more conserved, and less mobile than rim residues [36, 37] . Most PPIs are driven by the interaction between hydrophobic core regions. Thus, SMPPIIs are also hydrophobic.
Another characteristic of PPI target sites is that SMPPIIs bind to several sub-pockets in a PPI simultaneously. Fuller et al. examined crystal structures of SMPPIIs bound to PPI targets [38] using QSiteFinder, which predicts binding sites by calculating the interaction energy of a query protein surface and a methyl probe rolled across the surface [39] . Interestingly, it was found that SMPPIIs occupy six small pockets (volume $55 Å 3 ) on average, whereas for traditional protein-ligand binding interfaces, the ligand occupies one or two large pockets ($260 Å 3 ) [38] .
The last distinguishing feature of PPI target sites is its flexibility. A small molecule binding pocket is formed by transient surface fluctuation, which is not observed after protein-protein complex formation [40, 41] . The different characteristics of PPI target sites and conventional drug binding sites are summarized in the upper part of Fig. 1. 
Characteristics of SMPPIIs
Since PPIs have different characteristics from traditional drug binding pockets, SMPPIIs should also have features distinct from those of traditional drugs. After Morelli et al. examined chemical features of 39 ligands in the 2P2I database [42] , he suggested the 'Rule-of-4 (RO4)' [43] : molecular weight (MW) > 400 Da, AlogP > 4, the number of rings (#Rings) > 4, and the number of hydrogenbond acceptors (#HBA) > 4. Comparing RO4 with the Lipinski's rule-of-five, which defines drug-likeness of a molecule (MW < 500 Da, ClogP (computed logP) < 5, the number of hydrogen-bond donors (#HBD) < 10, and #HBA < 5) [44] , SMPPIIs are relatively larger (i.e. MW is heavier), more hydrophobic, and more likely to form hydrogen bonds with proteins than traditional drugs. Due to their highly hydrophobic nature, designing SMPPIIs 
faces a challenge of bioavailability, which is defined as the proportion of a drug that reaches at the site of action [32] . The authors also mapped the SMPPIIs on the chemico-biological space. The space is described by two parameters: the binding efficiency index (BEI), which is defined as binding affinity divided by MW, and the surface efficiency index (SEI), defined as affinity divided by polar surface area [45] . The ligands in the 2P2I database have a mean BEI of 11.7 and a mean SEI of 7.2. These values are smaller than for traditional drugs, which have a mean BEI of 25.8 and a mean SEI of 14.5 [45] . The mean values of SMPPIIs correspond to the 'sub-optimal' region in terms of compound binding efficiency index ( Fig. 4 in [45] ), indicating that the ligands are hard to optimize (i.e. chemically modify) into appropriate drugs with proper oral-availability, pharmacokinetics, and ADME (Absorption, Distribution, Metabolism, and Excretion) behavior [44] . Villoutreix et al. analyzed physico-chemical features of molecules in the i-PPI database [46] . Similar to the 2P2I database analysis, SMPPIIs in the i-PPI database [47] are heavier (mean MW: 421 Da) and more hydrophobic (mean AlogP: 3.58) than regular drugs (mean MW: 341 Da, mean AlogP: 2.61) with statistical significance [46] . Interestingly, the mean topological polar surface area (TPSA) of SMPPIIs is 89 Å 2 , whereas mean TPSA of regular drugs is 71 Å 2 [46] . This is a contradiction with the AlogP value result, which indicates SMPPIIs are more hydrophobic, but recalling that SMPPIIs are larger, they also have more polar atoms.
Another interesting difference between SMPPIIs and traditional drugs is the number of multiple bonds and the number of aromatic rings in compounds. The median values of SMPPIIs are 17 multiple bonds (number of triple bonds, double bonds, and aromatic bonds), 2 benzene-like rings, and 13 aromatic carbons while those of the traditional drugs are 12 multiple bonds, 1 ring, and 9 aromatic carbons [46] . This rigidity of SMPPIIs might be beneficial to the binding affinity since a more flexible ligand incurs an entropic penalty. For example, increasing rigidity during lead optimization for MDM2/p53 interaction inhibitors improved binding affinities [48] . The authors of the i-PPI Database further analyzed the threedimensional structure of the i-PPI database compounds [49] . They calculated 112 descriptors for SMPPIIs and traditional drug compounds and compared them. From an analysis of the moments of inertia of compound shapes, it was shown that existing drugs have rod-or disk-like structures, while SMPPIIs tend toward sphere-like conformations. Other descriptors, SHP2 and RDF070m, which account for atom distribution in the 3D space, showed that SMPPIIs have branched structures, which helps them bind to PPI interfaces by occupying multiple subpockets, as noted above [43] . The authors further selected four descriptors out of the 112 that were highly discriminative between SMPPIIs and regular drug molecules. The four descriptors were globularity, CW2, IW4, and EDmin3. Globularity measures the sphere-likeness of a compound. CW2 is the ratio between the hydrophilic surface area and the total surface area. IW4 measures imbalance between the barycenter of a molecule and the barycenter of its hydrophilic interacting regions. A high value of IW4 indicates that hydrophilic regions are localized in the molecule. EDmin3 is the third lowest local minimum of the interaction energy with a hydrophobic probe. Lower EDmin3 values indicate that a molecule can form more stable interactions with hydrophobic partners. SMPPIIs have lower EDmin3 and CW2 and higher IW4 and globularity than non-PPI drugs. From this result, an ideal SMPPII has a globular structure, a strong capacity to bind hydrophobic patches, a small proportion of exposed 
Sources of the information are from 2P2I, TIMBAL, or reference [12] .
b Drug Status is according to the DrugBank classification criteria [115] : ''Approved" means approved in some jurisdiction; ''Investigational" means in some phase of the approval process in some jurisdiction; ''Experimental" means shown by experiment to bind the target.
c
In rows with a dash in the Drug PDB column, example structures marked with M+ or C+ contain a different ligand.
d
In the example PDB entry column, (C) indicates a protein-protein complex structure; (M) indicates a single protein (not a complex); and + indicates the presence of a modulating ligand.
hydrophilic surface with high concentrations of hydrophilic atoms [49] . The lower part of Fig. 1 summarizes the distinct features of SMPPIIs in comparison with traditional drug molecules.
Compound databases
Due to the importance of PPI targets, databases summarizing PPI drugs and their associated information have been developed. Table 2 lists PPI drug databases, as well as databases of PPI structures which have been experimentally solved or computationally modelled. PPI drug databases are briefly explained below.
2P2I-DB
One such database is 2P2I-DB (http://2p2idb.cnrs-mrs.fr/) [42] . 2P2I-DB was constructed by data mining literature and exhaustive search of the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [50] . It contains 17 PPI complexes and 56 small molecule inhibitors bound to their targets. It catalogs the planarity, eccentricity, secondary structure elements at the interface, gap volume, gap volume index, hydrogen bond density, salt bridges, buried surface area, root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) between bound and unbound structures, interface pocket volume, and number of interface residue segments.
TIMBAL
Another such database is TIMBAL (http://mordred.bioc.cam.ac. uk/timbal/) [51] . Initially, TIMBAL was curated manually, but it is currently maintained by searching ChEMBL with UniProt codes of the targets and their orthologs for relevant small molecule data in binding assays. TIMBAL currently catalogs 50 PPI targets, with 1137 UniProt entries, 8889 small molecules, and 1695 PDB entries.
iPPI-DB
Similarly to TIMBAL, iPPI-DB (http://www.ippidb.cdithem.fr/) [47] is not restricted to small molecules which have been cocrystalized with their target. iPPI-DB catalogs only inhibitors awarded world patents or published in medicinal chemistry journals. Targets with ambiguous information are excluded. Additionally, the literature must support the relation of the target to some disease. Also, the inhibitor must be a small non-peptidic compound, must not be metal based, must not be macrocyclic, and must not contain atoms different from C, N, O, S, P, and halogens. Also, results from certain experimental conditions are excluded. At time of writing, iPPI-DB contains 1756 inhibitors across 18 PPI families.
Computational methods 1: Screening full ligands
To aid the development of drugs for PPI targets, conventional structure-based screening methods, such as GOLD [17] , Glide [18] , Surflex-dock [19] , and FlexX [20] , have been successfully applied [22, [52] [53] [54] , often in combination with pharmacophore matching [55, 56] (A pharmacophore method describes important molecular features of a ligand-receptor interaction, which can be useful to screen ligands that agree with the pharmacophore model of the interaction). They were successful particularly when the PPI interfaces analyzed have pockets where ligands can fit. On the other hand, there are efforts toward the development of new methods that address the distinct and difficult nature of PPI targets. In the next two sections we introduce computational methods developed or used for PPI targets. First, we introduce four methods that search full-ligands for PPIs. Then, in the subsequent section, we review fragment-based approaches applied to PPIs.
EleKit
EleKit is a method for predicting a ligand small molecule at a PPI interface of a receptor protein by evaluating the similarity of electrostatic potentials between the small molecule and the known protein ligand [57] . As input, it requires a structure of the receptor in complex with the ligand protein and another structure for the receptor in complex with a small molecule (Fig. 3) . The structure of the receptor with a bound small molecule can be either experimentally determined or computationally modelled. First, the docking interface region between the receptor and ligand proteins is identified as the potential binding region (called a mask) of the small molecule ligand. Then, within the volume of this mask, electrostatic potentials are calculated at grid points from both the ligand protein and the small molecule. Finally, the small molecule will be predicted to interact with the receptor protein if the potentials from the small molecule and the ligand protein have a significant correlation (Spearman rank correlation coefficient) with each other.
The authors showed several cases where potentials of small molecule ligands at PPI interfaces exhibit high correlation to those of the ligand proteins, including the HIV-1 integrase: LEDGF/p57 complex and integrin: fibrinogen interactions, but also noted that some tested structures had insignificant correlations. EleKit was also tested in a virtual screening setting, where active compounds were sought among decoy compounds taken from the ZINC database [58] . Compounds were docked with MOE [59] to a receptor protein and their electrostatic potential correlation to that of its ligand protein was examined. Positive correlation was observed when active compounds were placed in their experimentally determined binding poses. Although further benchmarking and development may be needed to make the method practical, this method is interesting in that it explicitly considers the characteristics of a ligand protein of a receptor protein.
DARC and DARC2.0
DARC (Docking Approach using Ray-Casting) [25] is specifically designed to handle the shallow, flat pockets, which is typically observed in PPI sites. DARC works by comparing the topology of a protein surface pocket to the topology of a bound ligand at the binding site. First, an origin is selected at 30 Å from the center of the pocket in the direction of the protein's center of mass. From this origin, rays are cast through points on the pocket surface (Fig. 4) . Based on how these rays intersect the pocket and the ligand, the following score is computed: DARC overlap score ¼ X [51] http://mordred.bioc.cam.ac.uk/timbal/ known targets, along with inhibitors iPPI-DB [47] http://www.ippidb.cdithem.fr/ known targets, along with inhibitors 3D Complex [116] http://www.3dcomplex.org/ experimentally solved protein complexes 3did [117] http://3did.irbbarcelona.org/ protein domain interactions Interactome3D [118] http://interactome3d.irbbarcelona.org/ structural annotations of PPI networks PDB [50] http://www.wwpdb.org/ primary source of protein structure and complexes EMDB [119] http://www.emdatabank.org/ primary source of protein structures and complexes solved by electron microscopy Listed in upper half of the table are databases of PPI drugs. Latter half lists databases of PPI structures.
where q pocket and q ligand are the distance at which a given ray intersects the pocket and ligand, respectively. c 1 to c 4 are parameters that have positive values, optimized on a training dataset of known SMPPIIs and PPI targets they bind. Probable binding poses of a compound have lower DARC scores. The first term with c 1 applies to rays that reach the pocket before the ligand, indicating underpacking between protein and ligand. The second term applies to rays that reach the ligand before the pocket, indicating steric clash. The third term is for penalizing rays that do not intersect the ligand, i.e. when the ligand is small relative to the pocket. The last term is for rays that do not intersect the pocket, indicating that the ligand is larger than the pocket. Thus, a ligand binding pose on a pocket is evaluated by shape complementarity between the ligand and the pocket surface. Docking of a small molecule ligand is performed by optimizing binding poses of the ligand with a particle swarm optimization algorithm to minimize this score. For a ligand molecule, multiple conformations are generated, which are docked separately. DARC was applied to find inhibitors for human antiapoptotic protein Mcl-1, where top scoring compounds were shown to have clear inhibition in a biochemical assay. The authors further extended DARC in a subsequent version, DARC 2.0 [60] . First, additional ray casting is performed from four additional origins 45°from the original axis, capturing more topographic information (Fig. 4) . A term incorporating electrostatic similarity was also added:
where q i is atom i 's partial charge as computed with molcharge [61] , and / i is the electrostatic potential at its location. The electrostatic potential was set to zero in the protein's interior and a highly unfavorable value outside the defined binding site to penalize candidates leaving the binding site. To summarize, the interesting idea of the DARC algorithms is the use of ray casting, which is suitable for capturing geometric features of flat surface in PPI interfaces.
Exemplar
As illustrated earlier with Fig. 1 , dealing with the plasticity of a protein surface is another challenge posed by PPI targets. It was reported that a small molecule-bound form of a PPI interface is usually different from either the isolated or the ligand protein bound form, highlighting the difficulty of the problem [40] .
To consider alternative conformations of a PPI interface explicitly, this method first generates an ensemble of low-energy protein structures using Rosetta's Monte Carlo sampling implementation with an additional energy term which biases the sampling towards structures with deep pockets [62] . Then, from each pocket in the generated structure ensemble, a volumetric exemplar is con- structed (Fig. 5) . In the exemplar, locations for hydrogen bond partners for each donor and acceptor and polar groups are specified. The remaining volume is filled, representing hydrophobic regions.
To screen a ligand library, a candidate ligand is superimposed to the exemplar using ROCS [63] , which computes agreement of volumetric superimposition of two compounds.
Computational methods 2: Hot spots and fragment-Based methods
Since SMPPIIs often occupy multiple subpockets on their PPI target sites [43] , fragment-based drug discovery (FBDD) has been highlighted as a successful alternative to full-ligand screening [64] . Successful examples of SMPPIIs using FBDD include an inhibitor targeting Bcl-X L [65] , which was evaluated as a combination treatment against solid tumors together with trametinib in a clinical trial in January 2017. In this case, FBDD was performed with experiments using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) for examining structure-activity relationships (SAR) of compounds. Computationally, FBDD on PPIs typically starts by finding a 'hotspot' and finding a fragment that binds to that hotspot. Hotspot residues are essential residues on the interface which contribute more than 2.0 kcal/mol to the binding free energy of the protein-protein interaction [66] . In this section, concepts of hotspot and recent in silico FBDD approaches are covered.
Hotspots on PPIs
Hotspot residues are energetically highly contributing residues in protein-protein interaction. In alanine scanning experiments, the hotspot residues alter binding free energy by more than 2.0 kcal/mol when mutated to alanine (DDG bind > 2.0 kcal/mol). Since PPIs are much larger than traditional targets, FBDD approaches to design SMPPIIs start by finding hotspots on the targeted PPI and discovering fragments which bind to the hotspots with high affinities.
In typical PPIs, only 9.5% of interfacial residues are hotspot residues [67] , and they are often clustered at the center of the interface [68] . The hotspots exist in both PPI partners, having complementary physico-chemical features to one another, by forming hydrogen bonds, salt bridges, or hydrophobic interaction [30] . In terms of amino acid composition, a systematic analysis revealed that most hotspot residues are tryptophan (21%), arginine (13%), or tyrosine (12%) [68] . Tryptophan is a unique amino acid, which has a bulky side-chain with hydrophobicity, can form p-p interaction, and hydrogen bonds [69] . Alanine mutation of tryptophan forms a large cavity, causing destabilization of the protein-protein complex [66] . In contrast, leucine, serine, threonine, and valine are rarely hotspots [67] . It is also shown that the hotspot residues are more conserved than other interfacial residues [70] . Another feature of PPI hotspot residues is their immobility. Kuttner and Engle performed steered molecular dynamics using crystal structures of IL2, MDM2, and PCNA [71] , where a pulling force was applied on the surface residues. The results showed that highly immobile residues are located in the center of PPIs and form an interaction with SMPPIIs [71] .
Characteristics of binding fragments on PPIs
In Section 2, we compared traditional drugs and SMPPIIs. Molecular characteristics of SMPPIIs, characterized by RO4, are bigger and more hydrophobic than regular drug compounds, characterized by RO5. Similarly, binding fragments for PPIs violate the Rule-of-three (RO3, MW < 300 Da, #HBD 3, #HBA 3, logP 3, #ROT 3, PSA 60 Å 2 ), which summarizes characteristics of regular fragments for FBDD that are used for traditional binding pockets [72] . Turnbull et al. statistically analyzed physico-chemical features of PPI binding fragments [30] : The average value of MW, logP, #ROT, and PSA are 278 Da, 2.48, 4.01, and 59.89 Å 2 , respectively. PPI binding fragments have higher molecular weight and are more hydrophobic, as in the full-ligand comparison. They also measured ligand efficiency (LE, binding free energy divided by molecular weight). Average LE of PPI fragments is lower than that of regular fragments, as in full-ligand comparison [44] .
Using conventional computational FBDD tools for identifying SMPPIIs
FBDD for PPI targets can be performed by applying existing conventional structure-based methods that dock whole ligands to target binding sites. Indeed, some successful cases were reported using protein-ligand docking (PLD) and pharmacophore search [73] . However, applying PLD for fragment binding can have two problems. First, since scoring functions work in an atom-additive way, small fragments have weak scores and may not be able to find a correct binding mode. Second, although fragments bind in a cooperative fashion [74] , PLD generally samples one fragment per run, so it cannot consider cooperativity [75] .
There are also studies that used a computational FBDD method for PPI targets. The FTMap program [76] performs docking of fragments computationally on a protein surface, somewhat mimicking the fragment docking process, which is called multiple solvent crystal structures (MSCS). It uses 16 organic molecules as probes: ethanol, isopropanol, isobutanol, acetone, acetaldehyde, dimethyl ether, cyclohexane, ethane, acetonitrile, urea, methylamine, phenol, benzaldehyde, benzene, acetamide, and N,Ndimethylformamide. The probes are docked on the target protein surface using the fast Fourier transform algorithm, and the 2000 lowest binding poses for each probe are minimized with the CHARMM potential and clustered with a 4 Å radius. Then, from the top six clusters, ranked by the Boltzmann-averaged energy of the docked poses, hotspots are predicted [76] . It was shown that FTMap was able to identify hotspots on PPIs [77, 78] .
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation, mimicking MSCS, is also used to predict hotspots [79] . The target protein structure is solvated with a mixture of explicit water and small molecule probes. In MD production stage, the probes frequently appear around hotspot regions while moving along the potential energy surface. By counting the frequency of the probes in trajectory, hotspot residues can be identified. Wang and Yang his used a MD-based MSCS method to predict hotspots on several PPIs successfully [80] [81] [82] .
Chenglong Li and his colleague developed a program called MLSD (Multiple Ligand Simultaneous Docking) [83] . The program, as its name indicates, docks two compounds simultaneously using a scoring function that evaluates docking of each molecule on the target protein with the AutoDock4 scoring function [83] and interaction between the compounds. MLSD was applied to design a SMPPII for the IL-6/GP130 interface [84] . Before running MLSD, the authors identified hotspot residues by molecular dynamics simulation, and defined a docking box that covers the hotspots. A fragment library that binds to the hotspot residues was built from the known inhibitor and its analogues. MLSD identified potent fragment combinations, and the combinations were further grown to full ligands, which were found to be similar to two existing drugs (drug repositioning). The identified drugs from repositioning were validated as SMPPIIs by experiment [84] .
PocketQuery and AnchorQuery
The Camacho group developed webservers called PocketQuery [85] and AnchorQuery [86] , a set of computational methods aimed for drug discovery for PPI targets. For a query PPI complex, PocketQuery first predicts and ranks the interface residues in terms of druggability. The druggability of a residue is predicted by a machine learning method, support vector machine (SVM), which considers following features of a residue: the change of free energy of a residue upon complexation (DG FC ), estimation of the change of free energy of an alanine mutation (DDG R ), the change of solvent accessible surface area upon complexation (DSASA), DSASA in%, a sequence conservation score, and an evolutionary rate of the residue [85] . From the PocketQuery result, AnchorQuery suggests binding fragments for the highly druggable residues by matching the residues with pharmacophores of fragments in a pregenerated library [86] . The fragment library is biased towards anchor fragments, which mediates PPI complex formation. Thus, the library mainly composed of side-chains of amino acids and their analogues. In addition, to solve the synthetic availability issue of FBDD, the library is focused on multi-component reactions [86] . Distinct from general organic synthesis, which is sequential and a multi-step process, multi-component reactions yield the target molecule in one-pot reactions from three or more starting materials [87] . Using AnchorQuery, the authors were able to identify MDM2 inhibitors [86] .
Successful cases of SMPPII discovery
In this section, successful examples of SMPPIIs from computational structure-based discovery are illustrated, including fullligand screening and FBDD.
Full-ligand screening has been used to discover an inhibitor for the Kelch-like ECH-associated protein 1 (Keap1) and nuclear factor erythroid 2-related factor 2 (Nrf2) interaction. Activation of Nrf2 initiates an antioxidant and anti-inflammatory response. Keap1 represses the activation of Nrf2 by binding to it [88] . The Xing group screened the Specs database (153,611 molecules) with Glide [18] for the PPI interface on Keap1's side, and selected 90 compounds that showed higher binding affinities than a known inhibitor. Clustering the molecules with a threshold of Tanimoto coefficient 0.8 resulted 61 novel compounds. The authors further validated the compounds with experiment and obtained an inhibitor with lower micromolar K D values [52] .
In another example, full-ligand screening was successfully applied to the PPI of Small Ubiquitin-like Modifier (SUMO), a target protein, and proteins with the SUMO interaction motif (SIM). The covalent interaction between SUMO and its target, which is called sumoylation, regulates various processes, including DNA replication and repair, chromosome packing and dynamics, and cell proliferation and also known to be involved in important pathogenicities such as neurodegenerative diseases and cancer [89] . The reaction is mediated by the recognition of SUMO proteins by the SIM of a target protein. Voet et al. discovered an inhibitor of the SUMO-SIM interaction using Elekit [57] . First, they filtered compounds by considering a total negative charge and the number of hydrogen bond acceptor to be larger than donor atoms to satisfy complementarity to the positively-charged SUMO interface. The filtered compounds were docked to the interface using GOLD [17] . The poses were further validated with electrostatic similarity with DAXX peptide, a part of a SIM protein, using Elekit. The top four scored molecules showed micromolar K D and IC 50 values [90] .
In an example of FBDD, Yu and colleagues recently discovered a dimerization inhibitor which binds to signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 (STAT3) dimer interface using MLSD [91] . When STAT3 is phosphorylated by a kinase, it dimerizes and translocates into the nucleus to bind to DNA, causing cancer [92] . Thus, targeting STAT3 can be an anti-cancer therapy. From a fragment database, 963 fragment combinations (FCs) were generated and docked to around known hotspots of the STAT3 monomer. The top 25 FCs were selected and linked with linear linker if the distance between the fragments was between 3 and 5 Å. Fullgrown ligands were docked again on the interface. They selected 10 compounds if the binding affinity of the full-grown molecule was stronger than that of the FC. With experiment, they found an inhibitor that showed about 90% of inhibition percentage and micromolar IC 50 [91] .
In another example of FBDD, a MDM2-p53 inhibitor was identified using AnchorQuery [93] . p53 is a tumor suppressor that is involved in numerous human cancers. Around half of them are associated with mutation of the protein and the other half are linked to the interaction of p53 and MDM2. Since MDM2 is a negative regulator of p53, inactivating the protein [94] , inhibiting the MDM2 and p53 interaction is a promising strategy for an anticancer drug. From a PDB structure of MDM2, AnchorQuery [86] detected four subpockets where fragments can bind; indole ring, aliphatic substituent, and benzyloxy group for Trp23, Phe19, and Leu26 subpockets, respectively. From the fragment information, they found a hit compound that is consistent with the identified fragments, which showed a K i of 600 nM. They further optimized the compound successfully and improved K i to 20 nM [93] .
Intrinsically disordered proteins as drug targets
Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) and intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs) are proteins (or parts of proteins) that lack a stable native tertiary structure under physiological conditions [95] . IDPs are flexible and form multiple PPI interfaces [96] involving many interactions in PPI networks. Among disease-associated proteins, more than 60% have IDRs longer than 30 amino acids [97] . There are examples of drugs targeting interactions with IDPs. NY2264 is an inhibitor targeting Myc, an IDP, and Myc-associated factor X (MAX) interaction [98] . Nutlin, an inhibitor of the p53-MDM2 interaction, binds to MDM2 and releases p53, which has a long IDR at its N-terminus [99, 100] .
It is not straightforward to target PPIs with IDPs because IDPs do not have solid structures and change conformations upon binding. One approach is to generate many conformations, ''protein clouds", by dynamics simulation. The Lai group generated multiple conformations of c-Myc using all-atom replica exchange molecular dynamics simulation and found inhibitors for c-Myc/MAX interaction by virtual screening with Glide [101] . Identified compounds' inhibition was confirmed by a cell-based experiment.
Recently our group developed a computational method called IDP-LZerD [102] , which predicts docking conformation of an IDP with its structured binding partner protein. This program would be helpful to find hotspots at the interface of PPIs of IDPs for drug design.
Conclusions
This review summarizes current computational structure-based approaches for discovering SMPPIIs. They are designed to overcome the hurdles of PPIs, which are different from conventional binding pockets in target proteins. Although these methods have been successfully applied in a couple of cases, the application has been limited to a small number of PPIs, which is partly due to the limited number of known structures of PPIs. To augment the limited structure data of PPIs, a potential future direction is to use computational protein-protein docking programs [103, 104] to model PPIs, which are now available for various types of PPIs [102, 105] .
In the future, an alternative approach to modulating PPIs will become available: modifying proteins themselves by taking advantage of recent advances in gene editing techniques using CRISPR/ CAS9 and TALEN [106] [107] [108] . An advantage of gene editing is that modification will be inherited by the next generation [109, 110] . Techniques for modulating protein-protein interactions have been accumulated by artificial protein design experiments [111] [112] [113] [114] .
Currently, over 90% of PPIs in the human interactome are still untargeted. Therefore, there is a still a vast landscape of PPI targets to explore. For that, many tasks in computational method development remain, for example, prediction of PPI druggability.
